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Fog is responsible for reducing visibility which can lead 
to accident in the workplace.

Whether you use safety glasses, goggles, or a faceshield, fog is a 
regular issue for many workers wearing face masks or respirators.

Wearing a mask tends to create a ‘chimney effect’ where the 
exhaled air is sent at high pressure through small air gap at the top 

of the mask. The pressure increases the moisture’s temperature, and 
channels it towards the cool lens, increasing the risk of fogging.

PLATINUM provides the ultimate ever-lasting fog and scratch 
resistant protection for your safety glasses, goggles and prescription 

eyewear.

This permanent coating is applied by a dipping process on both sides of the 
lens. Imitated but not equaled, PLATINUM® goes beyong the requirements of 

all international standards making it one of the most effective anti-fog and anti-
scratch lens coating available on the market.

In all conditions and at all times, the unique PLATINUM® process coating provides the 
maximum protection for your eyes, even in the harshest environments. 

YOU WORK, YOU MOVE, YOU SWEAT, IT RESISTS.

THE ULTIMATE ANTI-FOG/ANTI-SCRATCH COATING

Lens

Anti-scratch and anti-fog coating on both sides: 
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

BOLLÉ SAFETY’S                                COATINGS



These models are all offering long-lasting & reinforced anti-fog/anti-scratch
thanks to the                                     coating. 

SAFETY GLASSES
EN166 1FT KN CE

SILEXPPSF

SILEXPPSI

SILEXPCSP

SILEX+ 

+ Bi-material temples, with          technology 

+ Ultra wrap-around frame for perfect protection

+ Single lens frame for a better field of view

The model without compromise, in PLATINUM® version

IRIPSF

IRIPSI

IRITWI

IRI-S

+ Ergonomic, pivoting bi-material temples

+                technology:  Ultra-modular, shap-memory bridge

+ Designed to fit all faces

Because every face is unique, Bollé Safety has developed
IRI-s which is infinitely adaptable to every person

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

NESSPPSF

NESSPPSI

NESSPCSP

NESS+

+ Bi-material temples for better comfort

+ Ultra wrap-around frame for perfect protection

+ Single lens frame for a better field of view

NESS+ provides an unlimited field of vision thanks to its 
curved single scrlenseen

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

RUSHPPSF

RUSHPPSI

RUSHPCSP

RUSHPTWI

RUSH+ 

+ Bi-material, ultra-flexible coloured temples

+ Single lens frame for a better field of view

+ Upper protection & adjustable non-slip bridge

With a sporty design and bi-material temples,
RUSH+ provides optimum eye safety and faultless comfort

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

RUSHPSPSFG

RUSHPSPSI

RUSHPSCSPL

RUSH+ SMALL

+ Bi-material, ultra-flexible coloured temples

+ Designed to fit narrow faces

+ Upper protection & adjustable non-slip bridge

With its sporty design and bi-material temples
RUSH+ SMALL is specially designed for narrow faces

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

COBPSF

COBPSI

COBCSP

COBRA

+ Bi-material pivoting temples, with       technology 

+ Upper protection & non-slip bridge

+ Single lens frame for a better field of view

COBRA provides all-round vision, wrap-around fit protection 
and optimum modularity.

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING



SAFETY GLASSES & OTG
EN166 1FT KN CE

TRYOTGPSF

TRYOTGPSI

TRYON OTG

+ Bi-material temples for better comfort

+ Curved tips temples providing comfort and perfect support 

+ Flexible front protection

TRYON OTG, the PREMIUM version of OTG providing
maximum cover and comfort

B808BLPSI

B808

+ Wrap-around frame for increased protection

+ Upper and side shields

+ No metal parts

B808 are safety glasses available to all that are both highly 
protective and lightweight

MERPSF

MERCSP

MERCURO

+ Wide field of vision for a perfect visibility

+ Non-slip bridge for better comfort

+ No metal parts 

A stylish, wrap-around frame for maximum comfort during 
all outdoor activities

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

SILPPSF

SILPPSI

SILPCSP

SILIUM+

+ Ultra-lightweight frame (21g)

+ Straight, ultra flexible ergonomic bi-material temples

+ Thin temples that adapt perfectly to other PPE equipment

SILIUM+ combines style, ergonomics and performance
for extended use

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

CONTPSF

CONTPSI

PSSCONT-C10

CONTOUR 

+ Ultra-lightweight frame (21g)

+ Thin TIPGRIP temples for better support

+ Non-slip bridge for better comfort

21 g of power: solidity, protection, design, comfort
and lightness

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

TRYOPSF

TRYOPSI

TRYOCSP

TRYON

+ Bi-material temples, with          technology

+               technology:  Ultra-modular, shap-memory bridge 

+ Ultra wrap-around frame for perfect protection

Ultra wrap-around fit and sporty line, TRYON perfectly
combines style, protection and absolute protection

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

These models are all offering long-lasting & reinforced anti-fog/anti-scratch
thanks to the                                     coating. 



SAFETY HYBRID GLASSES
SEMI-VENTED //  EN166 1FT KN CE

SAFETY HYBRID GLASSES
SEALED // EN166 1 3 4 5 BT KN CE 

ULTIPSI

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

ULTIM8 

+ Sealed bi-material frame for increased comfort

+ Reinforced full frame to improve protection

+ Removable and adjustable strap

The hybrid model that provides the ultimate
protection in the most extreme working environments

TRACPSF

TRACPSI

TRACPSJ

TRACKER II

+ Vented bi-material frame for increased comfort

+ Upper protection and wide temples

+ Removable foam reinforcement and strap

Ultra-comfortable and technical, TRACKER protects from all
mechanical and chemical risks

COBFSPSICOBFTPSI

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

COBRA HYBRID

+ Increased protection with pivoting temples

+ Upper protection & non-slip bridge

+ Hybrid: glasses version (COBFTPSI) or goggles (COBFSPSI)

The 2-in-1 COBRA model is available with built-in comfort
foam, as spectacles or goggles, it adapts to everyone

COBTPRPSI

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

COBRA TPR

+ Hybrid, ultra-lightweight and compact

+ Ideal for petrochemical environments with its isoprene strap

+ Sealed joint, flexible and comfortable

Ideal design combining lightness and technicity
for clean environments and extreme conditions

RUSHPFSPSI

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

RUSH+ ASSEMBLED

+ Increased protection

+ Single lens frame for a better field of view

+ Bi-material, ultra-flexible temples & non-slip bridge

Reinforced protection of the RUSH+ model assembled
with the foam and strap kit included

BAXPSF

BAXPSI

BAXCSP

BAXTER

+ Sealed frame with comfort foam

+ Ultra wrap-around frame for perfect protection

+ Upper and side protection 

Equipped with an ingenious attachment system,
BAXTER provides absolute cover and comfort

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

These models are all offering long-lasting & reinforced anti-fog/anti-scratch
thanks to the                                     coating. 
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SAFETY GOGGLES
SEMI-VENTED // EN166 1 3 4 BT KN CE

180APSI

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

180

+ Bi-material frame for better comfort

+ Possible to wear a half-mask respirator

+ Adjustable strap with pivoting buckle

180 degree all-round vision

PILOPSF

PILOPSI

PILOCSP

AVAILABLE 
WITH CO-BRANDING

PILOT

+ Bi-material frame for better comfort

+ 3 versions to cover all needs, indoor and/or outdoor use

+ Adjustable strap with pivoting buckle

Total protection both inside and outside

SUPBLAPSIP

SUPERBLAST

+ Flexible and clear frame for increased comfort

+ Intuitive and simple goggle-visor assembly system

+ Liquid overflow chute

Comfort and modularity

PSFPIL2-L16

PSFPIL2-L17

PILOT NEO

+ Bi-material frame for better comfort

+ Extra-wide field of view

+ Adjustable neoprene strap with pivoting buckle

PILOT NEO combines both design and protection and is 
equipped with a neoprene strap

ATOAPSI

ATOFAPSI

ATOM VENTED

+ Ultra lightweight (74 g) and compact

+ Available with foam for increased comfort

+ Comfortable and flexible frame

Ultra-compact and ultra-comfortable

These models are all offering long-lasting & reinforced anti-fog/anti-scratch
thanks to the                                     coating. 



COVERSI

COVERALL SEALED

+ Economical and effective

+ Comfortable, flexible frame

+ Adjustable strap and sealed frame

Versatile and effective

ATOEPSI

ATOM SEALED

+ Ultra lightweight (74 g) and compact

+ Adjustable strap with pivoting buckle

+ Comfortable and flexible frame

Ultra-compact and ultra-comfortable

PILOFCSP

PILOT FIREFIGHTER

+ Flexible and sealed frame

+ Adjustable fireproof strap with flexible buckle

+ Bi-material frame for increased comfort

High requirements at the service of civil protection

COVACLAVE

COVERALL AUTOCL.

+ Autoclave compatible product

+ Sealed lower part and indirect upper vents

+ Liquid overflow chute

Versatile goggles for clean room environments

Europe / Bollé Safety

34, rue de la Soie 
69100 Villeurbanne - France

Ph. 00 33 (0)4 78 85 23 64
E-mail : contact@bolle-safety.com

UK & Ireland / Bollé Safety

Unit C83 - Barwell Business Park
Leatherhead Road - Chessington

Surrey - KT9 2NY - UK
Ph. 00 44 (0)208 391 4700

E-mail: sales@bolle-safety.co.uk

bolle-safety.com

SAFETY GOGGLES
SEMI-VENTED AUTOCLAVE // EN166 1 3 4 BT KN CE

SUPBLCLAV2

SUPBLCLAVE

SUPBLCLAV3

SUPERBLAST AUTOCL.

+ Autoclave compatible products

+ TPR or TPV frame with isoprene strap and pivoting buckle

+ Possible to wear a half-mask respirator

The SUPERBLAST AUTOCLAVE range was specially 
developed and designed to meet needs in clean rooms

SAFETY GOGGLES
SEALED // EN166 1 3 4 5 BT KN CE

These models are all offering long-lasting & reinforced anti-fog/anti-scratch
thanks to the                                     coating. 


